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MADE IN SPAIN

PLATFORMS FOR 
LED VIDEO WALLS
CREATE A LED WALL PLATFORM  Our sturdy platforms are perfect for many 

heavy-duty applications, one of which is to stand a LED wall on.

    YOUR MANUFACTURER OF PLATFORMS, STAGES & GRANDSTANDS



PLATFORMS FOR
 LED VIDEO WALLS

Our sturdy platforms are perfect for many 
heavy-duty applications, one of which is to 
stand a LED wall on, to gain more height on 
the screen set-up.

Create a LED wall platform in those situations 
where there isn’t enough space at the insta-
llation site for modular towers and where not 
as much height is needed: in advertising and 
commercial installations, during shows or live 
performances, for presentations and conferen-
ces, or for giant screens for re-transmission of 
sporting or other events.

GUIL, 
SAFETY in your hands

GUIL manufactures platforms with a very high load capacity (up to 1600 Kg/m²), by simply 
choosing the suitable model for your requirements, with 4, 6 or 8 legs.
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 THE BEST COMBINATION: 
STRENGTH & STABILITY

As our platforms are heavy-duty and extremely versatile, they are perfect for rental companies 
who use them for multiple purposes; a stage one day, a car exhibition the next and even for LED 
video walls.

Acoustic isolation

Our LED wall platforms are assembled using adhesive foam, screws and silicone, to prevent     
vibrations and noise.

Indoor and outdoor use

Thanks to its weather resistant panel, composed of phenolic resin coated layers, and its                    
valuminium legs and framework, GUIL LED wall platforms are a perfect choice for both indoor 
and outdoor events. They also have a fire-resistant treatment for venues with the strictest health 
and safety requirements.

Versatile – Personalise your LED wall platform

Our LED video wall platforms can be personalised in size, colour and height. As manufacturers 
we can make any size platform you require, with the possibility of painting the profile and legs 
whatever colour you like. Thanks to their plug-in design you caVn achieve different heights by 
simply adding different sets of legs (for fixed and also adjustable height). 
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Platforms with wooden panel and 
plug-in legs (interchangeable):     

TM440 (4 Legs - 1200 Kg/m2)   
TM440XL (6 Legs - 1400 Kg/m2)    
TM440XXL (8 Legs - 1600 Kg/m2)

For more information about our platforms for LED video walls, click on the following links:

Presentations and conferences, and similar can be made more eye-catching by placing at the 
front of the stage area a single row of platforms with transparent methacrylate panels, lit from 
underneath, with the LED wall on plywood platforms behind (using the models below).
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https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440xl/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440xxl/
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